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Nervous Conditions is a novel by Tsitsi Dangarembga that was first published in 1988. Read an overview of the book-wide chart or one chapter per chapter Summary and Analysis. The purchase in BN.com Tambu, the narrator, is not helped by the death of his brother, Nhamo. The afternoon he is expected to return home at the end of his
tenure at mission school, he does not arrive. He doesn't like to take the bus and then walk the rest of the way through the countryside to the family home. Tambu is relieved at her absence, as she does not have to kill and prepare a chicken to celebrate her return. Tambu then reflects on the events that led to his brother's death. Despite
family poverty, Tambu's parents were able to increase rates to send Nhamo to school. There wasn't enough money to send Tambu too, so she decided to grow and sell vegetables and raise the money herself. When he discovered that his brother was stealing food from his orchard, he tried to beat him while the two attended Sunday
school. Tambu's teacher, Mr. Matimba, took her to Umtali, a local urban center, to sell green corn ears. A white woman, Doris, and her husband compassionate Tambu and gave Mr. Matimba ten pounds to pay for his education. The extended family gathered to celebrate the return of Babamukuru, his wife, Maiguru, and their two sons,
Chido and Nyasha, back from studying abroad in England. Chido and Nyasha, Tambu's cousins, had lost the ability to speak their mother tongue, Shona. Maiguru didn't want me to participate in dancing and other festive activities. At the end of the meal, Tambu was ordered to bring a bowl of water to each extended family member so they
could wash their hands. Babamukuru's three brothers praised his success. He proposed educating a member of each family, focusing especially on the most needy branch, the Tambu clan. They chose Nhamo to go to missionary school, but after his sudden death, Tambu is selected to replace him. Tambu, returning her attention to the
present, is excited and amazed by her new life at her aunt and uncle's house on the grounds of the mission school. Maiguru warmly welcomes Tambu into her new home. She serves Tambu tea and cakes and gives her a brand new wardrobe, all in preparation for her first day of school. The coldness and emotional distance that once
existed between Nyasha and Tambu quickly disappear. Tambu is absorbed in her studies. He soon learns the rhythms of the house, witnessing the frequent fights of Nyasha and Babamukuru. She also learns that Maiguru is highly educated. To mark the end of the term, Nyasha, Tambu, and the sons of white missionaries attend a dance.
Tambu reluctantly joins the festivities. At the end of the night, Nyasha resists entering, trying to master a new dance that one of the boys is teaching him. When the youngsters finally enter the house, a violent argument erupts between Babamukuru and Nyasha, in which Babamukuru accuses Nyasha of lasciva lasciva Nyasha beats her
father, who promises to kill her for performing the taboo act of assaulting her own father. Nyasha becomes more detached in the coming weeks, and Tambu tries to help tailor her guilt. During the school holidays, Tambu and her relatives return to the farm. Maiguru regrets the fact that, as an older wife, she is expected to cook and clean up
for the extended family all the time. Babamukuru is upset to find Lucia, Tambu's mother's sister, and Takesure, a relative of Tambu's father, still living on the farm. To make matters worse, Lucia is pregnant with Takesure's son. A family reunion is held to decide which course of action to take. Ultimately, the couple can remain, as
Babamukuru shifts their focus to another moral issue that classifies him: the unsanctified domestic status of his own brother. Babamukuru declares that Jeremiah and Ma'Shingayi should marry in a formal Christian ceremony as soon as possible. Tambu's mother goes to the missionary hospital and gives birth to a child. Lucia soon follows
and asks Babamukuru to find him a job, which he does. She cooks at school and starts taking classes. Preparations are being made for the impending nuptials. When it comes time to leave, Tambu, who vehemently opposes her parents' wedding, fakes illness. When Babamukuru tells her to be ready in thirty minutes, she refuses to
attend. When she returns from the wedding, he punishes her by lashing out at her and forces her to perform the maid's duties for two weeks. Maiguru argues with Babamukuru about the lack of respect he receives and the fact that his financial contribution to the family is not recognized. He leaves the next day and stays with his son,
Chido. As the girls prepare for the final exams, the nuns arrive on the mission and administer a test. Tambu is offered a scholarship to study at the prestigious mission school. At first, Babamukuru objects to her accepting the offer, but eventually yields. At home for the holidays, Tambu finds her mother sick. Lucia arrives and breastfeeds
her sister back to health. When Tambu returns to the mission and prepares to go to the convent school, she can't find Nyasha anywhere. When she finally finds Nyasha, Nyasha is cold towards her, upset that her best friend will soon leave and be left alone with her unsympathetic father. Tambu goes to the convent school, where she
shares a crowded room with other African girls. Busy with her studies, she soon got out of touch with Nyasha. Tambu returns on a mission to find Nyasha changed, terribly thin and suffering from a severe eating disorder. One night, Nyasha has what appears to be a psychotic episode. Nyasha sees a psychiatrist and slowly regains her
health. Tambu fears that she is succumbing to the negative, colonial influence that mentally to Nyasha. His other cousin, Chido, has a white girlfriend, much to Maiguru's chagrin. Tambu declares its intention to start questioning its world and influences exercises on it. Nervous conditions First editionTsitsi
DangarembgaCountryZimbabweLanguageEnglishGenreBildungsromanPublisherThe Women's Press (London)Publication date1988Pages204ISBN0-7043-4100-XOCLC21118465LC ClassPR9390.9.D36 N47 1988The Book of Not Nervous Conditions is a novel by Zimbabwean author Tsitsi Dangarembga, first published in the UK in 1988.
It was the first book published by a black woman from Zimbabwe in English. [1] Nervous Conditions won the Commonwealth Writers' Prize in 1989,[1] and in 2018 it was listed as one of the 100 best BBC books to change the world. [2] The semi-autobiographical novel[3] focuses on the story of a Shona family in postcolonial Rhodesia
during the 1960s. Nervous Conditions is the first book in a trilogy, with The Book of Not (2006) as the second novel in the series, and This Mournable Body (2020) as the third. Nervous conditions illustrate the dynamic themes of race, colonialism and gender during the postcolonies of present-day Zimbabwe. The title is taken from JeanPaul Sartre's introduction to Frantz Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth (1961). The summary of the Tambu plot is the main character of the novel. The novel opens with the news that Tambu's older brother, Nhamo, had just died. Tambu is not upset about this because Nhamo studied at a missionary school away from home with his uncle
Babamukuru and his family. All Tambu wants is to attend school, but her family is very poor and doesn't have enough money to pay her school fees. Tambu's uncle, Babamukuru, and his family came to visit the farm. Due to Babamakuru's success, he is adored every time he comes to visit. During the visit, Babamukuru suggests that
Tambu take Nhamo's place and attend missionary school by his home. Upon arrival, he soon approaches his cousin Nyasha and focuses entirely on his studies. During the break, everyone returns to visit the family on the farm. Tambu does not want to return, as it is much more comfortable living with Babamukuru. Towards the end of the
term, there is a administered exam at Tambu School. This test is to test students and give them the opportunity to study at a well-known missionary school. Tambu excels on the exam and is offered a scholarship to attend this well-known school. The new Tambu school is introduced to many cultural changes; however, it remains resistant
to change. As always she is totally focused on her studies. As a result, she remains wary of her daily and nervous situations of the conditions around her. Characters Tambu: The daughter of Jeremiah and Mainini. Tambu is the main character of the novel and storyteller. Her desire for an education and to improve herself seems strong
enough to overcome almost anything. She's very him. and always strives to do her best and make the right decisions. Nyasha: cousin brother of Tambu, Babamukuru and Maiguru Maiguru Her desire to be independent gets her into many troubles, including numerous arguments with her father. His time in England showed him a different
life, and he is having trouble assimilating himself to Rhodesia society, suffering from some kind of eating disorder. Babamukuru: Tambu's uncle, and the head of his family. He is married to Maiguru and has a daughter, Nyasha. His real name is never mentioned in the novel; it is only known by clan names in the Shona language. Tambu
always calls him Babamukuru, which means the father's older brother; Tambu's father's generation calls him Mukoma, which means older brother. A well-educated man, he's the dean of missionary school. As head of the family, he feels responsible for the rest of his extended family; it also considers them insufficiently hard-working, which
makes it rather authoritarian towards them. Instead, it shows submission to people who helped him get his education. Maiguru: Nyasha's mother. Maiguru is a well-educated woman who is forced to depend on her husband, Babamukuru. She is frustrated because while she has the potential to provide for herself, patriarchal forces prevent
her from doing so. Chido: Babamukuru and Maiguru's son. Because Chido is Babamukuru's son, he received a good education, but succumbed to the customs of white settlers. Jeremiah: Babamukuru's brother and Tambu's father. Jeremiah received very little education and is hardly able to provide for his family. He acts grateful to
Babamukuru for the education he provided to his children. Lucia: Mainini's sister. Lucia becomes relatively unknown during the course of the novel. He's believed to have had a lot of business with rich men. She is a very independent woman, and is determined to educate herself and not fall into the normal role of women in her society.
Mainini: Tambu's mother. After Nhamo's death, when Tambu goes on a mission, she becomes very resentful of Babamukuru for taking another of her children to her school. Nhamo: Tambu's brother. As the eldest son of the family, Nhamo is chosen to go to mission school. After being in school, he feels he is superior to the rest of his
family, and does not participate in his daily duties. Eventually, he begins to return home from the mission less and less until his death. Main Themes Gender Gender is an important theme expressed in the novel. [2] Rhodesian's female characters are oppressed based on gender, and this is a driving force behind many of the story's arcs in
the novel. Colonialism Colonialism is another important theme in the novel[2] - it is another driving force behind many of the plot points, including fixation on (Western) education and Nyasha's infighting with race and colonialism. In addition, Tambu's career began with her early education and ending her acceptance into school the nun
reveals the colonial nature of that scholarship, as African students were not treated the same as white Western students. Nervous reception conditions have received mostly positive reviews, making it a prominent African and Zimbabwean literary work. The Africa Book Club recommends Nervous Conditions, claiming that Dangarembga's
work is a novel that provokes thoughts that brings together a large number of complicated ideas in a simple and engaging story. [4] Nervous Conditions was awarded the Commonwealth Writers' Prize in 1989, and has since been translated into several languages. He has been praised both inside and outside Africa as a prominent
contribution and advocate of African feminism and postcolonialism. The novel has been described as an absorbing page change by The Bloomsbury Review, another example of a bold new national literature by the African Times and a unique and valuable book by Booklist. Finally, Pauline Uwakweh describes how Nervous Conditions
emphasizes that [Racial and Colonial Problems Are Explored] as parallel themes to patriarchal rule because both are undoubtedly interrelated forms of dominance over a subordinate social group. Dangarembga, in fact, has demonstrated a deep understanding of the problems of his society in Rhodes in particular, and of Africa in general.
Her vision as a writer underscores that conscience and courage are the point of view for exploiting her contradictions. In general, Nervous Conditions is recognized as an important literary contribution to African feminism and postcolonial literature. In May 2018, the BBC named Nervous Conditions one of the 100 best books to shape the
world. The novel was book 66 on the list. [2] References to (b) African women speak. March 26, 2005. Retrieved 27 July 2018. Tsitsi Dangarembga excited as 'Nervous Conditions' makes it top 100 books. DailyNews Live. May 28, 2018. Retrieved 27 July 2018. Nervous Conditions, Colonial and Postcolonial Literary Dialogues, Western
Michigan University. Sarah Norman, Nervous Conditions (by Tsitsi Dangarembga), Africa Book Club, 3 September 2011. Patel, Raj. Nervous Conditions, The Voice of the Turtle, 1999. Retrieved 7 August 2008. Retrieved from
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